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About Us

• We are a leading UK Communications
Consultancy.

• Specialized in fashion consumer brand
management.

• Passionate about helping our clients succeed.

• Experts in the use of all forms of social media
and new technologies.

• In permanent contact with the most followed
and respected fashion journalists and bloggers.

• Winners of the 2010 PRCA Consumer Award
and of the CIPR 2011 Pride Best Use of Social
Media Award.
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Our Clients

• We give every one of our clients the special attention they deserve and
plan our campaigns to the very last detail.

• Some of the companies we work with are:
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Our Team

Left to right: Mario Blumson (Communications Planner), Sandra Morris (Account
Manager), Luisa Garcia (Account Director), Andrew Hall (Social Media Executive),
Laura Williams (Account Executive) .
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About You

• UGG Australia stands out for its quality, durability and
comfort.

• UGG boots are versatile: warm in winter and cool in summer.

• UGGAustralia boots are stylish.

• Are prominently displayed in stores and are a “must have” for
women.

However...

• Men are not aware that there are UGG Australia boots for
them.

• They dislike the look of traditional UGGs (perceived as
feminine).

• Core products are seasonal: winter boots.

• The economic crisis has affected revenue (UGG sales have
decreased by 31%).
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What We Can Learn From Your Competition

The companies that compete directly
with UGGAustralia for Men are:

– Hunter

– Le Chameau

– Timberland

– The North Face

• All successful male boot brands focus on
quality,quality,quality,quality, durability,durability,durability,durability, functionalityfunctionalityfunctionalityfunctionality andandandand
comfortcomfortcomfortcomfort....

• They portray themselves as being classicclassicclassicclassic.

• They don’t use celebrity advertising, but
they are positively portrayed by the media
and the fashion world because of the
celebritiescelebritiescelebritiescelebrities thatthatthatthat wearwearwearwear themthemthemthem in their day-to-
day lives.
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Competitors What they do...
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Meet Your Audience
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Marc, the Young Professional
32 years old, Marketing Executive at a Multinational Company

• Lives downtown, just a 20 minute walk from the office. He
rents a flat with his girlfriend, Sandy.

• Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and blogs (Mashable)

• For news: The Guardian, BBC, CNN, Metro, Evening
Standard.

• Magazines: GQ and Maxim.

• He likes: dinners and clubs with Sandy and their friends,
weekend getaways, hiking, going to the gym.

• Looks: effortlessly put together. He has a promising future
and looks the part.

• His secret: Sandy helps him pick out his clothes, which reflect
how confident he is.
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Sandy, the Woman Behind the Man
28 years old, Fashion Journalist

• Marc’s girlfriend.

• Writes articles for a women’s magazine and for her
fashion blog.

• Social Media: Facebook, Pinterest, YouTube,
fashion blogs.

• For news: Online editions of The Daily Mail and
The New York Times. Hello Magazine and People
magazine.

• For fashion: Glamour and Vogue magazines.

• Looks: classic yet stylish clothes.

• Her secret: she likes buying designer clothing, but
mixes it up with lower line fashion brands to keep
her style interesting and updated.
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Leo, the Guy’s Guy
25 years old, Software Engineer

• Lives in the suburbs, commutes to work on the train every day.

• Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and blogs (Mashable,
Techcrunch and Ars Technica) .

• For news: Online edition of The Independent, Sky News.

• Magazines: Men’s Health, TimeOut.

• He likes: ski trips, backpacking, going to the beach. Doesn’t
enjoy shopping, so when he has to do it, he buys quality products
that will last.

• Looks: He has simple, classic tastes and likes clothes that are
comfortable and suitable for all occasions.

• His secret: his friends would laugh if they knew, but he’s ready
to find “the one”. He wants to look nice and approachable in
hopes that it will attract interesting women.
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Audience Insights

• Are conservative consumers: they look for
quality, durability and comfort.

• Generally buy out of necessity more than
desire.

• Are fashion conscious: they know what they
do and don’t like.

• Are loyal to brands they like, but are not
aware of the UGG Australia For Men brand.

• Look for approval from other men and tell
them about stuff they like.

• Frequently do not buy their own clothes and
rely on women to shop for/with them (or call
them from the store to ask their opinion).

• Shop for fun. They buy what they like and
want, not only what they need.

• Influence the tastes (and clothes) of men
closest to them.

• Are already aware of the UGG Australia brand.

• Are loyal to the brands they like.

• Are willing to spend more money on quality
products and buy them as a treat for
themselves and for the men in their lives
(boyfriend, husband, brother...).

• Want their partners to look nice because it’s a
reflection on women themselves and their
fashion sense.
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What We Can Do Together

What We Can Do Together



Our Goals

• To increase awareness among men
and women of UGG Australia for
Men.

• To give men permission to wear
UGGAustralia Boots.

• To make UGG Australia for Men a
relevant and desirable brand
among men and women.
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Our Objectives

Between January and September 2013, in relation to men
in their 20s and 30s (with respect to the same time period
in 2012) we can:

• Increase awareness of the UGG Australia For Men brand
by 20%.

• Increase visits to UGGAustralia website 15%.

• Increase use of UGG Australia social media sites by 15%.

• Generate 25 pieces of positive press coverage in national
and local media.

• Increase the number of specialized fashion blog posts by
10%.

And therefore...

• Increase sales of UGG Australia for Men by 10%.
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What We Will Say

• UGG Australia for Men
products look and feel great.

• They are classic, good quality
and functional.

• They are versatile (they are
dressy, smart and tough).
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How We Can Do It



Strategy

We will create an awareness campaign which will show men (and women) that UGG
boots for men are stylish, manly and good quality, and that will give men permission
to buy them.

“For every man, for every occasion”
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Tactic # 1: The UGG Experience: Shear a Sheep!

• Professionals (wearing UGGs) will teach passers
by how to shear a sheep.

• An emcee (famous shearer) will explain what is
being done and the qualities of wool (insulation).

• Next to Covent Garden Market.

• Will attract media attention. Space will be
branded.

• Will attract attention of shoppers and passers by
and encourage them to visit nearby UGG Store.

• Links to British and Australian tradition of
sheep shearing.

• “Manly” activity, illustrates “toughness” of boots.

• NOTE: shearing is harmless to sheep and will be
supervised by professionals.
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Expected Outcomes

• Will raise awareness of the brand among men and women.

• Extensive traditional and social media coverage (novelty of the event, a chance for
good photos and videos).

• Will show effort made by UGG wool suppliers to produce wool for boots and associate
quality wool with brand.

• Potential to build on concept: videos of celebrities (e.g. Tom Brady) shearing sheep.
Can also be done in other cities and/or countries.
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Tactic #2: Look and Feel for Fashion Influencers

• Exclusive gathering in UGG Store in
Central London, with champagne, music,
canapés.

• Invite 50 influential people: fashion
bloggers, journalists and trendsetting
celebrities.

• Have them try on pairs of UGGs for men.
They will experience look, comfort and
quality firsthand.

• Give each a pair of their choosing to take
home as party favour.
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Who Will Be Invited? Some of Our Guests 

• The Guardian- Jess Cartner-Morley (Fashion Editor)

• The Independent- Susannah Frankel (Fashion
Director)

• Sunday Times- Tiffanie Darke (Fashion Director)

• The Times- Laura Craik (Fashion Editor)

• The Daily Mail- Maysa Al Rawi (online fashion
editor)

• Financial Times- Carola Long Deputy (Fashion &
Beauty Editor)

• The Telegraph- Lisa Armstrong (Fashion Editor)

• Metro- Sebastian Kaufmann (Fashion Editor)

• The Evening Standard- Karen Dacre (Fashion
Editor)

• Glamour- Charlotte Anne Fidler (Creative and
Fashion Director)

• Elle- Natalie Wansbrough (Senior Fashion Editor)

• Cosmopolitan- Sairey Stemp (Fashion Editor)

• Vogue UK- Carmen Borgonovo (Fashion Editor)

• GQ- Ted Stafford (Fashion Editor)

• Maxim- Tom Stubbs (Fashion Editor)

• In Style- Natalie Hartley (Fashion Editor)
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• ITV This Morning- Anna Dowd, Faye Sawyer

• BBC Breakfast- Fashion expert

• Channel 4 The 5 O’clock Show- Fashion Expert

• BBC Radio 5- Tim Samuels (Men’s Hour”)

BROADSHEETSBROADSHEETSBROADSHEETSBROADSHEETS MAGAZINESMAGAZINESMAGAZINESMAGAZINES

TELEVISION  AND RADIOTELEVISION  AND RADIOTELEVISION  AND RADIOTELEVISION  AND RADIO
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• Man Repeller (Leandra Medine)

• The Urban Gent (Kanayo King)

• Why you mad?! (Austin Ao-Xiong Wong)

• Dapper Lou (Louge Delcy)

• Put This On (Jesse Thorn)

• Fashion Beans (Ben Herbert)

• Menswearstyle (Craig Landale)
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BLOGSBLOGSBLOGSBLOGS

Who Will Be Invited? Some of Our Guests (continued) 

• Fashion Editor.com-Lucy Wood

• The Huffington Post- Christina Anderson 
(Fashion Editor)

• Style Bubble (Susanna Lau)

• 5 Inch and Up (Sandra Hagelstam)

• Style Slicker (Kit Lee)

• Show me your wardrobe.com (Jackie Dixon)
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Expected Outcomes

• Will raise awareness of UGG Australia for Men among bloggers and journalists and encourage
them to include boots in articles and posts.

• Celebrities will wear their gifted pair and be photographed doing so.

• Event itself will generate coverage among celebrity and fashion media due to celebrity attendance.

• Will thus raise awareness of the brand among men and women.

• Will showcase range of product.

Jake Gylenhaal David BeckhamRobert Pattinson UsherKanye West
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Tactic #3: UGG App For Men

• Will help men choose which boots go
better with their style.

• Specify which models are appropriate
for the city, for the outdoors, for a date,
for the weekend...

• Give ideas of what to wear them with.

• Recommend boot care products to
ensure durability.

• Tell the user what store nearest to him
has them in stock in his size and
reserve them for him.

• Allow the possibility of ordering boots
online (link to UGG Australia website).
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Expected Outcomes

• By making shopping and choosing easy and comfortable, the UGG App will encourage

men to visit UGG stores (physical or online) and buy UGG boots.

• Will raise men’s awareness of product range and show versatility of each boot.

• Will engage them with the UGG brand (interactive).
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Tactic #4: UGG Australia for Men Online

WebsiteWebsiteWebsiteWebsite::::
• Current website is:

– Easy to navigate, user friendly.

– But is focused on women more than men.

– Is not clearly linked to the brand’s social
media sites.

• Redesigned website will:

– Maintain look and feel.

– Include more (visually attractive)
pictures of men and of their products.

– Include clear links to Facebook, Twitter
and YouTube Channel.
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Tactic #4: UGG Australia for Men Online (continued)

YouTubeYouTubeYouTubeYouTube::::

• UGG Australia For Men Channel.

• Sheep Shearing “Best Moments”
video will be posted and linked to
Twitter and Facebook. Potentially
viral (funny moments).

• Will include videos with fashion
advice for men.

• Other content: What can you get your
girlfriend for her birthday? (promote
UGGs for women among men).
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Tactic #4: UGG Australia for Men Online (continued)

TwitterTwitterTwitterTwitter andandandand FacebookFacebookFacebookFacebook:

Currently focus on women and don’t
answer customer’s questions. Will:

• Include regular messages aimed at
men about:

– App for Men

– Special Offers

– Style advice

– Events (sheep shearing, etc.)

– New designs

• Answer questions about store
locations, style, quality...

• Remind men about information
available on UGG Australia website,
and YouTube channel.
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Expected Outcomes

• New design will make website more interesting
to men.

• Will allow easy access from website to social
media sites and vice versa.

• Drive traffic from one social media site to the
other.

• Engage men and women.

• Allow closer interaction with audience.

• Increase hits on UGG Australia website and
social media sites.
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Tactic #5: Where Have Your UGGs Taken You?

• Photo contest for men.

• Pictures will be uploaded to
contest microsite.

• Links to microsite on
website, Facebook, Twitter
and YouTube.

• Prize will be a one week
trip to New York (where
UGG Australia has one of
its biggest flagship stores).
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Expected Outcomes

• Engage men: they will create the
content themselves.

• Will show that UGGs Australia for
Men are boots for every man, for
every occasion.

• Increase awareness of product
range.

• Increase traffic to social media
sites and therefore to website.
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Tactic #6: Facebook Poll. 
Why Do Women Judge Men by the Shoes They Wear? 

• Women judge men by the shoes they wear. Men
don’t know why.

• Post messages on social media in relation to
poll: What do different UGG styles for men say
about them?

• Results:

– Will be sent to journalists and bloggers for
publishing.

– Will be announced on UGG Australia
Twitter and Facebook pages.

• Results will be branded and linked to UGG
Australia for Men.
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Expected Outcomes

• Will engage men and women:

– Both can respond to poll

– Will create buzz on UGG Australia’s
Twitter and Facebook pages

• Can lead to video opportunity: celebrities
can answer the question, videos of funniest
answers, etc.

• Traditional and social media coverage of
results.

• Will create debate among UGG audience
and others, attracting new people to UGG
Australia’s social media sites and web
page.

• Will raise awareness about product range.
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Media coverage

National and local press coverage before 
and after Shear a sheep!

• NationalNationalNationalNational PrintPrintPrintPrint::::

– The Guardian (Life & Style)

– The Independent (Life)

– The Times (Life)

– The Telegraph (Lifestyle)

– Metro (Life & Style)

– The Evening Standard (Life & Style)

– The Sun

– The Mirror

– TimeOut

• LocalLocalLocalLocal PrintPrintPrintPrint::::

– Sheep and shearers hometowns

• SpecializedSpecializedSpecializedSpecialized PrintPrintPrintPrint::::

– Farmers Weekly

– Farming monthly
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• Television:Television:Television:Television:

– BBC (Breakfast)

– ITV (Daybreak)

– Channel 4 (The 5 O’clock Show) 

• Radio: Radio: Radio: Radio: 

– BBC Radio 1

– BBC Radio 2 (Chris Evans show)

– BBC Radio 4

– Capital FM breakfast shows

– BBC London

– Local radio from sheep and shearers 
hometowns.

• Extensive social media Extensive social media Extensive social media Extensive social media coverage of all 
activities: Twitter, Facebook and YouTube.
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Media coverage (continued)
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Evaluation, Timeline and Budget
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Evaluation

• Awareness survey: Awareness survey: Awareness survey: Awareness survey: before and after campaign.

• Daily media coverage monitoring:Daily media coverage monitoring:Daily media coverage monitoring:Daily media coverage monitoring:

– Press articles

– TV coverage

– Radio coverage

• Monthly review of:Monthly review of:Monthly review of:Monthly review of:

– Visits to web page

– YouTube Channel

– Tweets and retweets

– Facebook likes

– App downloads

– Social media feedback (positive, negative, 
neutral)

• Sales  statistics Sales  statistics Sales  statistics Sales  statistics at the end of campaign.
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SeptemberSeptemberSeptemberSeptemberSeptemberSeptemberSeptemberSeptember

Timeline

January January January January January January January January FebruaryFebruaryFebruaryFebruary AprilAprilAprilApril JuneJuneJuneJune

Relaunch  Website and Social MediaRelaunch  Website and Social MediaRelaunch  Website and Social MediaRelaunch  Website and Social Media

Shear a sheep!Shear a sheep!Shear a sheep!Shear a sheep!

UGG App for Men is launchedUGG App for Men is launchedUGG App for Men is launchedUGG App for Men is launched

Look and Feel for influencersLook and Feel for influencersLook and Feel for influencersLook and Feel for influencers

Where have your UGGs  taken you?Where have your UGGs  taken you?Where have your UGGs  taken you?Where have your UGGs  taken you?

Winner AnnouncedWinner AnnouncedWinner AnnouncedWinner Announced

Evaluation of resultsEvaluation of resultsEvaluation of resultsEvaluation of results

PollPollPollPoll

Poll results publishedPoll results publishedPoll results publishedPoll results published

July/ AugJuly/ AugJuly/ AugJuly/ Aug
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Budget
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CONCEPTCONCEPTCONCEPTCONCEPT BUDGETBUDGETBUDGETBUDGET

Sheep Shearing (60 sheep+ emcee+ 2 shearers+ permits) £5,000

Look & Feel for Influencers (inc. food, drink, party favours) £4,000

App Development £2,000

Microsite £3,000

Contest (Trip to NYC, 2 people) £3,000

Evaluation £4,000

Agency Fees £19,000

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL* £40,000

*(VAT not included)
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UGG Australia for Men 
Campaign Proposal

Thank You Thank You Thank You Thank You 



For more information, please contact: 

Luisa Garcia
70 Dean Street
London W1D 3SE 

Tel: +44 (0) 7123456789


